How-to: Navigating myPSBA Mobile

The app designed for Pennsylvania’s elected school board officials.

The myPSBA Mobile app connects Pennsylvania’s elected school board directors with their member association - all at the tip of their fingers! PSBA members can use the app to view and register for upcoming training and learning events, read the daily newsletter, stay up-to-date with the association through social media, quickly access COVID-19 resources, learn more about the services provided to members, participate in the association’s advocacy efforts, access the myPSBA member portal and peruse success stories from public schools across the state.

Below is a step-by-step to ensure you get the most out of myPSBA Mobile:

**Downloading myPSBA Mobile**

MyPSBA Mobile is available for download in the Apple App Store and Google Play. It can be found by searching for myPSBA Mobile.
Welcome
The myPSBA Mobile app contains nine different tiles that provide useful information for Pennsylvania’s school directors and the communities they serve. The **Welcome** tile displays information about the mission and vision of the association.

Daily Edition
The **Daily Edition** tile contains an archive of PSBA’s daily newsletter highlighting PSBA news and timely events impacting K-12 education.

COVID Support
The **COVID Support** tile provides quick access to a library of COVID-19 resources, including the Back to School Task Force Report, information about PSBA Crisis Communications, links to grants and funding.
related to the pandemic, legal and policy insights, news updates, planning checklists provided by the HHS and CDC, and reopening guidance.

**Events**

The **Events** tile showcases upcoming PSBA events and allows members to register for these experiences at the tip of their fingers.
Stay Informed

The **Stay Informed** tile contains links to PSBA’s social media platforms, digital versions of the award-winning *Bulletin* magazine, *Video EDition* episodes and *Keystone Education Radio* podcasts.

---

Services

The **Services** tile includes explanations of the services offered by PSBA: crisis communications, legal services, training and professional development, governance and policy services, HR services, equity services, and insurance services.
myPSBA

The **myPSBA** tile allows access to the member portal via mobile device.
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PA Success

The **PA Success** tile provides access to PSBA’s newly redesigned Success Starts Here website, which highlights the great things happening in Pennsylvania’s public schools, in-person and online.
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Advocacy
The **Advocacy** tile breaks down the advocacy efforts of PSBA and its members, which include judicial advocacy, grassroots advocacy, PSBA’s legislative platform, and state and federal legislative advocacy. This tile also allows members to quickly access PSBA’s *Legislative Report* and *Federal Focus* newsletter.

App Management
At the bottom of the app home screen, four tiles can be found in a black bar. These icons provide access to the resources contained in the tiles and PSBA contact information, app notifications, and the ability to share the app with friends and colleagues.